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equIvalent area. This force is generated by two sources, which is air flow over the body and air flow ovec the radiator
syslem as well as interior of the car. However air flow over the body or contour of the car accounts for more than
90%, of the total aerodynamic force of a passenger car (Wong 2001). Aerodynamic drag starts to dominate typically
at ~peeds around 60 km/h (Barnard 2000). Hence fuel consumption is reduced if drag coefficient values are lowered.
Similarly acceleration can be improved by improving drag coefficient, which is characterized by Newton's Law of
Motion for an accelerating vehicle.

The pressure over the vehicle varies across the surface and is dependent on the geometry of the vehicle. The
pre:;sure on the vehicle acts normal to the surface and contributes to the lift and drag forces accordingly. The pressure
at each point on the surface of the vehicle can be characterized by the pressure coefficient (Cp) (Barnard 2000) The
vaille of Cp is one (unity) al a stagnation point and is zero when the local and free-stream velocities are the same such
as over flat sections of the vehicle. In regions of accelerated flow the pressure coefficient is negative. By knowing the
value of pressure coefficient at that particular point, it is easy to calculate the free stream speed using the above
relationship. Normally Cp values are attained at the centerline contour of the car model, and it has been shown that
wind tunnel test experiments correlate well with CFD data as tested by Ferrari on its development of Ferrari Enzo
(Buresti 2004).

Investigations of flow field around a vehicle lend much to the description of flow separation. During separation,
the boundary layer flow no longer follows the car contour and separates away. Moreover, the pressure in the
sepHation region is nearly equal to the pressure where separation of flow starts to take place (Janna 1993). Hucho
(I %7) pointed out that the wake or flow separation regions are strongly dependent upon the rear end shape of the
car. He also pointed out that the wakes con~ists of quasi 2-dimensional wakes and longitudinal vortices. Ahmed
(19EO) in his experimental study of wake structure of typical automobile shapes concluded that the vortex system
pro.:.uced by altering the rear section slant angle design will give different drag coefficient values.

The aerodynamic drag comprises of two components, the skin friction drag and the pressure drag. Pressure drag
arises from the component of normal pressure on the vehicle body acting against the motion of vehicle, while skin
friction drag arises from the shear stress in the boundary layer adjacent to the external surface of the car (Wong
20e I). Fluid mechanics state that when separation takes place, the amount of boundary layer normal pressure drag
produced depends largely on where the flow separation occurs. A circular plate held normal to the flow will produce
sepJration around the high periphery of the leading face, resulting in wide wake with high drag coefficient.
Conversely, a teardrop shape with a long tail will retain attached flow to the end, with a consequently low CD value
(Douglas 200 I). Hence, the two main criteria influencing bluff body aerodynamics is the roundness of its front
coners and the degree of taper at its rear end

Dng Reduction Techniques

Drag reduction depends upon the reduction of friction, pressure, trailing vortex and excrescence drag. Skin
friction can be reduced by designing a continuous smooth surface with no sudden changes in direction, gaps or
sur,'ace detail. Pressure drag can be minimized by keeping attached flow as far back as possible, which implies
continuous surface contours without facets or sharp corners. (Barnard 2000). In addition, pressure should be allowed
to rise as much as possible towards the rear of the vehicle, or the cross sectional area 'should be gradually decreased
towards the rear, such as a teardrop shape.

The easiest drag reduction method for streamlining the front end is to avoid any sharp corner above the radiator
and a flat front. Drag reductions up to 14 % is achievable by modest rounding and lowering of this corner (Hucho
1%7). Much more improvement is possible when the front end is made as a smooth continuous curve originating
from the front bumper (Barnard 2000), Onorato et al. (1987) showed the effect of streamlining the rear end of a car to
a taper akin to an aerofoil end would undoubtedly reduce the drag coefficient to a minimum.
The rear angle inclination known as the rake angle initially will cause CD to fall with increasing rake angle (Barnard
20(0). This is due to the decrease of pressure drag. However at 10°, the drag starts to rise due to formation of strong
conical vortices. At angles greater than 30°, the vortices cannot form and separation occurs. (Barnard 2000).
Nouzawa et al. (1992) concluded the same remarks after analyzing the aerodynamic drag of a notchback (sedan)
moo::el.

The underbody of a vehicle of floor pan is home to the exhaust pipes and fuel tank reservoir. For low drag
design, the underbody should be as smooth and as flat as possible, to reduce unwanted flow separations and reduce
surf3ce friction drag. The addition of a diffuser, or an upsweep at the end of the underside would reduce the pressure
form drag and reduces lift significantly (Barnard 2000). However, the inclination angle should be less than 15° so
thm moderate drag reduction effect is produced (Katz 2002).

Zhang & Ruhrmann (2003) in their investigaiion of diffuser angle on a bJluff body in ground effect found that
decreasing ride height and for low diffuser angles, the down force is high due to the presence of two counter rotating
vortices that prevent separation bubbles. to oGcur, They sunnised furtper }hat flow, through low angled diffusers is
influenced by the underbody and presumably ground, boundary layers, Air dams or commonly known as front
spoilers are bolt on devices used to restrict the flow of air from the front bumper to the underbody. According to the
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Computational CFD work performed agrees well with the experimental results,
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